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Abstract 
Importance of human resources Management in research and development 
process in research and development organizations the community of human 
resources due to environmental conditions and personality of researchers and 
scientific views are different from those of other communities. Today, such 
countries can enter international competition that is always seeking to use 
new technologies and this can be possible only with research and 
development center (R & D) in accordance with the criteria for active and 
new world. These centers According to the aim of creation. Have different 
policies. In this paper, after reviewing the literature, will investigate and 
explain the success factors of research and development. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Research and development of the creative work of the regular scientific and technical knowledge 

to increase the storage and use this knowledge in new applications of the invention and design is 
performed [5]. Identification of the need or capacity for research and development, the emergence of 
ideas, creativity, design, production and presentation and publication of a new technological product or 
system is [2]. The annual cost industry millions of dollars to improve their products and procedures. Of 
Sentence They May Power to Design Chip, Engineering, Analysis Financial و And R and Development 
Mention In [7]. How Reach Organizations To Competitive Advantage Stable, Of Topics Challenge 
Controversial At World Competitive Today [1]. Organizations there are that with Emphasis on 
Distinctive feature   To Looking Create value for Customers Are [6]. More investment in "product 
development" and "operations" are spending a lot of influence and impact. Technology firms to promote 
the growth and success possible. Because the technology can enhance research and development, the 
investment in research and development has important role in the success of firms. For investment in 
research and development firms grow, the need for a codified system of management in corporate R & D 
activities exist. This system will make planning and organizing research activities in addition to the 
investment in R & D output is desired, arrangements should also provide the firm's future growth. All of 
these activities is that their customers high quality products and reliable service with minimum cost to 
obtain [3].  
 
ORGANIZATIONS AND SHARING KNOWLEDGE 

Generally, organizational knowledge should be applied in accordance with the products, 
services, and processes of an organization. If an organization fails to clearly define the right form of 
knowledge at the right place, it will face problems on competition grounds. In today‟s world, creativity 
and innovation pave the way to success and thus an organization needs to apply the right knowledge at 
the right time. To guide individual knowledge toward organizational goals, organizations should create 
an environment of knowledge pooling, sharing, and transferring among their members.  
Generally, ICT has made the work environment of man more complex and has defined new tasks for him. 
In such context, traditional processes face limitations and meta-cognitive thinking is subjected to further 
studies.  

With vast applications of ICT in performing routine and preplanned tasks, human dynamic and 
creativity in organizations have changed course toward a cross disciplinary of joint activities. According 
to [8] in such context, individual knowledge is not the only important issue, but also belief sharing, and 
how, when and with whom this belief and knowledge is shared are also equally important. 
Despite the claimed knowledge sharing resources in organizations and the certain and ever-growing 
capabilities of ICT for making it possible, still knowledge sharing is extremely difficult. For example, over 
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a decade ago Davenport stated that: “The rhetoric and technology of information management have far 
out-paced the ability of people to understand and agree on what information they need and then to share 
it [so] the information-based organization is largely a fantasy [9] and it must be noted that since then 
condition hasn‟t much changed. 

By mentioning e-commerce projects management, [10] maintain that organizational policies 
should intervene since units often feel they should protect their data and as a result they don‟t realize the 
need to share the data within the organization. 

It is clear that the motives for sharing, or maybe more importantly, the motives behind refusing 
to share information and knowledge should be studied more. But its realization must be based upon 
correct organizational theory or image [11]. Theories like political and cultural perspectives of 
organizational functions. 

An organization in its life cycle goes through different stages from birth to growth and maturity. 
During this passing, the structural change happens in the organizational change and development center. 
Authors have classified the changes in organizational structure in different ways. Each of them has 
observed the impact of one of the various content factors such as environment, strategy, technology and 
etc. and has introduced a new structure based on the observations [12]. 
 
The effects of information technology on knowledge management  

Information technology is much wider and more indefinite than computer science. This term 
replaced „management information systems‟ and „data analysis‟ which where common during 1960s and 
1970s. Information technology usually refers to acquisition, processing, storage, and dissemination of 
information in large organizations. 

Despite several commonalities, computer science and IT are different concepts. Computer science 
to IT is like mechanical engineering to transportation industry. Transportation industry includes vehicles, 
trains, ships, and aircrafts all designed by mechanical engineers. Whilst transportation industry also deals 
with issues such as, navigation management, traffic management, and determination of transportation 
strategy on corporate, city, and country level, none of which has direct relationship to mechanical 
engineering but ICT definitely plays a decisive role in all of them.  

Information technology has been defined by the „Information Technology Association of 
America‟ as being „the study, design, development, implementation support and/or management of any 
computer based information systems‟. In summary, Information technology deals with using electronic 
computers and software to convert, store, protect, process, and retrieve information in a safe and secured 
manner. Recently, this definition has slightly altered to explicitly include the area of electronic 
communications as well. Thus, more people prefer to use the term „Information and communication 
technology‟ instead. In companies that gradually become systematic, knowledge might be generated by 
informal and self-organized networks. Science communities, in which informed individuals are gathered 
by common interests, are usually based on face to face, telephone, and or email and social network 
conversations. 

The significant recent advancements in information technology have opened new possibilities for 
the process of knowledge management.Tools such as data banks, decision support systems, and the 
evolving of electronic performance support systems have greatly contributed to the knowledge 
management.  

By acquiring and storing new knowledge, the ever growing number of personal computers and 
social networks open better competitive position possibilities for organizations.  
Social network establishes connections among geographically distant individuals with common goals, 
and shares and integrates their creativity and ideas beyond boundaries of time and place.  
Ease of access and acceleration in sharing information are the greatest values information technology 
creates for knowledge management.  

Information technology allows the extraction of knowledge from the mind of the knower. Then, 
with the help of technology, this knowledge could be placed in regular formats and transferred to other 
members, and trade partners of the organization throughout the world; it also helps the encryption and 
in some cases, the creation of knowledge as well. 
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Information technology grants Knowledge management systems two major abilities: firstly, it 
enables them to create expert or decision support systems. Secondly, it provides quick communications 
for individuals with specialized expertise and facilitates the exchange of information among them.  
 
Characteristics of human resources in research and development organizations (features Knowledge-
based workers):  

Knowledge-based workers, the main value of the company involved. They the motion is that 
creativity will help. Implementation Learning organization, they are the institutional memory. A well-
trained staff, student-centered, self-motivated and success oriented. Are. They want their challenges to 
their mental and technical development of their Do. Centric knowledge workers are mobile. They can 
move anywhere most importantly, they often can work anywhere. Knowledge-based employees will be 
led by the management. About them the work of a manager knows that even teach them. For The results 
obtained are very creative, and they are expected to release towards the needs. Will lead the company, 
are expected to conduct. Traditional managers that they are constantly Amrvnhy do not want [4].  

In a research and development organization, successful people who are mentally analytical, 
curious, independent thinker and has an introverted personality and Are interested in math and science 
activities. Such people often culture, flexible and spontaneous work, ambiguity (anonymity) they need to 
survive severe Autonomy and development in the work environment and have a little respect. However, 
the success of an organization Research and development, joint work is required so that employees are 
not. Hence, very introverted people are not suitable for research activities. Contact Peers and colleagues 
(communication skills) is very important, because most New ideas, not just the study of written sources, 
but from the Talk with researchers who have dealt with similar issues, can be found in the establishment 
of a research and development group, which is a better workforce .Is varied. Good ideas will not only 
employees but also to individual research institutions Entrepreneur, Leadership Project, the main 
relationship, coaches, staff, public relations, etc. The Required. With the right combination of manpower, 
can cause drastic changes in the Environmental research and development organizations, will ensure the 
survival of the organization [4]. 
 
CONCLUSION  
               Obviously in research and development organizations because of particular characteristics of 
staff, management must act in accordance with the specifications. But more importantly proper 
implementation of this management is in line with the overall values not interference. So that the desired 
efficiency and effectiveness of the provision is approved and the appropriate personnel to be dealt with, 
whether from a financial perspective, personality and...... Who should be in the form of growth to both 
the objectives: 1 - treated correctly and ensures they are in their 2 - on their way to an Angyzanym 
productivity are growing accustomed to.  
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